FREE

Christchurch
DESIGN RENOVATE HOME
SHOW
DECORATE SEMINARS
22 - 24 MARCH 2019
HORNCASTLE ARENA

FRIDAY 22 & SATURDAY 23 MARCH 2019 - TIMETABLE

10.30am

LANDSCAPING 101 – HOW TO CREATE YOUR PERFECT BACKYARD SPACE
Let Karl walk you through the design to construction process of creating practical, creative and personalised landscaping solutions that complement a range of spaces. Karl
will offer tips, expert advice, trends and great ideas for functional and stylish outdoor spaces.
Karl Odell – One Square Rate Landscaping

11.00am

KITCHEN RENOVATION – STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO THE PROCESS & TRENDS TO CONSIDER
Let Paul guide you through the key decisions that you will be asked during your kitchen renovation project to ensure an effective transition from ‘inspiration’ to ‘installation’.
Paul Collins – Kitchen Studio

12.00pm

COLOUR TRENDS
Learn about the new, the fun and the frivolous in the colour world and how to recognise the right colours for you and your home – get more colour in your life and more life
in your colour!
Becca Long – Resene Colour Consultant

12.30pm

INTERIOR PLANNING – MAKE IT FUNCTION
Learn how to create a brief and how to put this to work for you. Understand your floor plan; strategies to interpret the numbers; how to place furniture and electrical items;
and the ergonomics of interiors.
Treena Swift – Swift Designs

1.00pm

THE ‘FLUFFY STUFF’ OF INTERIORS
Treena will share her knowledge and expertise on Interior design basics, trends in colour and finishes and strategies to overcome Design Paralysis (for when you simply can’t
decide).
Treena Swift – Swift Designs

1.30pm

COLOUR CONFIDENCE
Colour is very personal and an expression of your creativity. It can transform an environment, create a style, set a mood and alter perceptions. In this session, Becca offers a
selection of valuable aids to enable you to choose the right colours for you.
Becca Long – Resene Colour Consultant

2.00pm

HOW TO ENSURE AN ENERGY EFFICIENT HOME?
Find out how a house loses its energy after the sun has gone down, and how to stop it from happening. Robert will speak about the 5 principles of Passive House to achieve
this: 1. Thermal insulation; 2. Windows; 3. Air tightness; 4. Adequate ventilation strategy; and 5. Thermal bridging.
Robert Whitehouse – Whitehouse Builders

SUNDAY 24 MARCH 2019 - TIMETABLE
10.30am

LANDSCAPING 101 – HOW TO CREATE YOUR PERFECT BACKYARD SPACE
Let Karl walk you through the design to construction process of creating practical, creative and personalised landscaping solutions that complement a range of spaces. Karl
will offer tips, expert advice, trends and great ideas for functional and stylish outdoor spaces.
Karl Odell – One Square Rate Landscaping

11.00am

KITCHEN RENOVATION – STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO THE PROCESS & TRENDS TO CONSIDER
Let Paul guide you through the key decisions that you will be asked during your kitchen renovation project to ensure an effective transition from ‘inspiration’ to ‘installation’.
Paul Collins – Kitchen Studio

12.00pm

EMBRACING COLOUR & SPECIAL FINISHES
With thousands of colours to choose from for all your interior and exterior decorating needs, let Jackie show you how to embrace colour with confidence and creativity to
get your desired result.
Jackie Nicholls – Resene Colour Consultant

12.30pm

INTERIOR PLANNING – MAKE IT FUNCTION
Learn how to create a brief and how to put this to work for you. Understand your floor plan; strategies to interpret the numbers; how to place furniture and electrical items;
and the ergonomics of interiors.
Treena Swift – Swift Designs

1.00pm

THE ‘FLUFFY STUFF’ OF INTERIORS
Treena will share her knowledge and expertise on Interior design basics, trends in colour and finishes and strategies to overcome Design Paralysis (for when you simply can’t
decide).
Treena Swift – Swift Designs
Proudly supported by
HOW TO ENSURE AN ENERGY EFFICIENT HOME?
Find out how a house loses its energy after the sun has gone down, and how to stop it from happening. Robert will speak about
the 5 principles of Passive House to achieve this: 1. Thermal insulation; 2. Windows; 3. Air tightness; 4. Adequate ventilation strategy;
and 5. Thermal bridging.
Robert Whitehouse – Whitehouse Builders

1.30pm

